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Higher Ed Guide to Esri E-Learning 
for Imagery and Remote Sensing 

Overview 
This guide is an aid for instructors who want to use authoritative Esri web-based learning resources as 
part of college or university courses. This list is not a comprehensive curriculum, nor is it a course 
outline. It is intended to help instructors quickly identify and select those resources that best support 
their goals and students. Listed items are available as of April 26, 2023, and are expected to be 
available through at least June 30, 2023. New listings are in orange. 
 
Full descriptions can be found at the links provided. All items listed are web courses unless otherwise 
noted. The complete Esri Academy catalog can be found at esri.com/training/catalog. The information 
provided in this guide is subject to change without notice. Please email GIStraining@esri.com or call 
(800) 447-9778, ext. 5757 with questions about courses. 
 
You and your students may be eligible for unlimited access to the entire collection of self-paced  
e-Learning (web courses, training seminars, and more) if your institution has a qualifying product with a 
current maintenance subscription. To determine if this applies to you, contact your Esri software 
license administrator, check online, or email educationinfo@esri.com. 
 
A learning plan is a set of learning content with a suggested order. You can create your own plan or 
copy and edit one you find. You can assign your plan to students or colleagues and track their 
progress. See the site Help (Category: Learning Plans) for more information.  

TECHNOLOGY 

ArcGIS foundation 
The following resources cover foundational concepts and skills to give students a basic familiarity with 
ArcGIS Pro software. Some courses also use ArcGIS Online. 
 
• The free ArcGIS Pro Terminology Guide is recommended for all students of ArcGIS Pro. 
• GIS Basics (2 hrs., 35 mins.) Presents fundamental components and capabilities of GIS and how 

ArcGIS can help organizations address business needs. 
• ArcGIS Pro Basics (50 mins.) Introduces tools to integrate, visualize, analyze, and share data. 
• Integrating Data in ArcGIS Pro (1 hr., 15 mins.) Teaches basic skills to add various types of data to 

a file geodatabase to support a planned project.  
• ArcGIS Online Basics (1 hr., 50 mins.) Presents basic ArcGIS Online terms and capabilities. 

CAPABILITIES 

Get started 
• Getting Started with Imagery and Remote Sensing (3 hrs., 20 mins.) Provides a high-level 

overview of remote sensing and imagery concepts. Explores a wide range of imagery 
applications to prepare students for imagery analysis. 

• Imagery in Action (MOOC; 6 weeks; September 20 – November 6, 2023) Explores cutting-edge 
imagery applications and workflows using ArcGIS Pro, ArcGIS Online, and ArcGIS Image Analyst. 

https://www.esri.com/training/assets/downloads/Higher_Ed_Guide_Esri_Imagery_Remote_Sensing.pdf
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/
mailto:GIStraining@esri.com
https://www.esri.com/training/unlimited-esri-training/
mailto:educationinfo@esri.com
https://www.esri.com/training/learning-plans/
https://www.esri.com/training/help/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5949c0c3debdf6699b595553/arcgis-pro-terminology-guide/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5d9cd7de5edc347a71611ccc/gis-basics/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5cad02469b1f4010cad9ac46/arcgis-pro-basics/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/57630436851d31e02a43f0fd/integrating-data-in-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5d816c0255cf937306d2d3ef/arcgis-online-basics/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/634f16c15030f204ae8e30f4/getting-started-with-imagery-and-remote-sensing/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/6074ab588e68a831e4d8974b/imagery-in-action/
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Managing imagery 
• Managing Raster Data Using ArcGIS (2 hrs.) Teaches how to organize raster data within a mosaic 

dataset in preparation for visualization and analysis. 
• Working with NetCDF Data in ArcGIS Pro (2 hrs.) Teaches how to incorporate NetCDF format 

scientific data and models into common GIS workflows. 
• Extracting Raster Surfaces from Lidar Data in ArcGIS Pro (Video, 6 mins.) Discover how to derive 

a variety of raster surfaces from a lidar point cloud as well as beneficial applications. 

Visualization and exploitation 
• Displaying Raster Data in ArcGIS (3 hrs., 15 mins.) Covers techniques to display and symbolize 

rasters and imagery, modify raster properties, and apply appearance functions. 
• Visualizing Multidimensional Data Using Voxels in ArcGIS Pro (ArcGIS lab, 2 hrs., 5 mins.) Use 

Ecological Marine Unit voxel data to visualize dimensions of water temperature and salinity in 
areas with coral reefs. 

Analyzing imagery 

Tools and techniques 
• Getting to Know ArcGIS Image Analyst (Document, 13 pages) Essential workflows for getting 

started with the ArcGIS Image Analyst Extension in ArcGIS Pro. 
• Processing Raster Data Using ArcGIS Pro (2 hrs.) Teaches efficient ways to process raster data 

and extract information products on-the-fly using raster functions in ArcGIS Pro. 
• ArcGIS: Introduction to Deep Learning (Video, 42 mins.) Shows ways that deep learning can be 

approached using pre-trained deep learning models and AI-infused apps and solutions. 
• ArcGIS Deep Learning Tools for Imagery (Training Seminar; 1 hr.) Explores the deep learning 

capabilities of ArcGIS. Shows a workflow to create a land-cover map using ArcGIS Notebooks. 
• Deep Learning Using ArcGIS Image for ArcGIS Online (1 hr., 45 mins.) Teaches how to use 

pretrained deep learning models from ArcGIS Living Atlas to solve everyday problems. 
• Deep Learning Using ArcGIS Pro (2 hrs., 15 mins.) Explains how Deep Learning supports GIS 

analysis. Teaches how to use a pretrained deep learning model from ArcGIS Living Atlas. 
• Automating Workflows Using ArcGIS Pro Tasks (4 hrs.) Teaches how to create and share ArcGIS 

Pro tasks to increase productivity. 
• Building Geoprocessing Models Using ArcGIS Pro (2 hrs., 30 mins.) Introduces the steps to 

create, validate, and run geoprocessing models that automate ArcGIS analysis workflows. 

Related Learning Plan 
• Imagery and Remote Sensing Fundamentals 
• Deep Learning Using ArcGIS 

Image analysis applications 
• Change Detection Using Imagery (2 hrs., 30 mins.) Covers improving the appearance of imagery, 

NDVI and NBR analysis, and digitizing features to quantify areas of change. 
• Performing Change Detection Using Raster Functions in ArcGIS Pro (ArcGIS lab, 25 mins.) 

Perform raster analysis to see how the extent of mangrove forests has changed over time. This 
ArcGIS lab replaces the Tutorial, Classify Mangroves Using Deep Learning. 

• Making Predictions from Multidimensional Data Using ArcGIS Image for ArcGIS Online (ArcGIS 
lab, 2 hrs., 20 mins.) Create a tiled imagery layer from a netCDF file containing multidimensional 
sea surface temperature data. Analyze data to predict coral bleaching. This ArcGIS lab replaces 
the Tutorial, Predict Coral Bleaching Events in ArcGIS Online. 

https://www.esri.com/training/assets/downloads/Higher_Ed_Guide_Esri_Imagery_Remote_Sensing.pdf
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/57630434851d31e02a43ef0d/managing-raster-data-using-arcgis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/58752ca5f19198a37af7f025/working-with-netcdf-data-in-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/63ebad51b04f395eed218645/extracting-raster-surfaces-from-lidar-data-in-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5bcf6a3218e35b787fb17c86/displaying-raster-data-in-arcgis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/6410bdb44d750615175b1932/visualizing-multidimensional-data-using-voxels-in-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5defd336a903de0769dcf2fd/getting-to-know-arcgis-image-analyst/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/57e19a8eed0f3a861c100985/processing-raster-data-using-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/61786fa47f30895ce2dc69e4/arcgis%3A-introduction-to-deep-learning/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5d8a8d4155cf937306dba7d9/arcgis-deep-learning-tools-for-imagery/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/634f11ff5030f204ae8de9d0/deep-learning-using-arcgis-image-for-arcgis-online/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/62e98b093ef3766d5391016f/deep-learning-using-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/57957ed130a990c02999b51c/automating-workflows-using-arcgis-pro-tasks/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/57630433851d31e02a43eebc/building-geoprocessing-models-using-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/63581469a7d09c7c52958407/imagery-and-remote-sensing-fundamentals/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5eb18cf2a7a78b65b7e26134/deep-learning-using-arcgis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/57630431851d31e02a43ee33/change-detection-using-imagery/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/6410bed04d750615175b4276/performing-change-detection-using-raster-functions-in-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/6410bf754d750615175b590f/making-predictions-from-multidimensional-data-using-arcgis-image-for-arcgis-online/
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Image classification 
• Introduction to Image Classification (1 hr., 15 mins.) Introduces options for creating thematic 

classified rasters in ArcGIS. 
• Performing Supervised Pixel-Based Image Classification (1 hr., 20 mins.) Introduces the 

supervised pixel-based image classification technique for creating thematic classified rasters. 
• Performing Unsupervised Pixel-Based Image Classification (55 mins.) Teaches how to identify 

computer-created pixel clusters to create thematic classified rasters in ArcGIS. 
• Performing Supervised Object-Based Image Classification (1 hr., 15 mins.) Introduces how to 

classify images based on user-identified objects or segments, paired with machine learning. 
• Performing Accuracy Assessment for Image Classification (50 mins.) Shows how to test raster 

data products using statistical analysis to understand how well they represent the study area. 
• Classifying Objects Using Deep Learning in ArcGIS Pro (ArcGIS lab, 1 hr., 20 mins.) Train a model 

to detect whether buildings were impacted by a wildfire. This ArcGIS lab replaces the Tutorial, 
Automate Fire Damage Assessment with Deep Learning. 

• ArcGIS 3D Analyst: Lidar Classification and Feature Extraction (Video, 43 mins.) Covers best 
practices for processing airborne lidar to classify and extract DEMs, DSMs, buildings, and power 
lines. 

• Working with the ArcGIS Solution for 3D Basemaps (ArcGIS lab, 1 hr., 25 mins.). Use a point 
cloud dataset to create a 3D scene with building roof forms and attribute. Convert the data to a 
multipatch feature class that can be shared. 

Related Learning Plan 
• Image Classification Using ArcGIS 

Suitability modeling 
• Suitability Modeling: Introduction (2 hrs., 40 mins.) Teaches how to define a problem in terms of 

an analysis goal and suitability criteria, plus how to prepare data for a suitability model. 
• Suitability Modeling: Creating a Simple Suitability Model (2 hrs., 35 mins.) Learn to create a 

suitability model that produces an easy-to-interpret binary result. 
• Suitability Modeling: Creating a Weighted Suitability Model (4 hrs., 15 mins.) Learn to create a 

weighted suitability model. Learn to use sensitivity and error analysis to evaluate results. 

Related Learning Plan 
• Finding the Best Place 

Mapping imagery 
• Creating Python Scripts for Raster Analysis (1 hr.) Discusses creating a raster object, accessing its 

properties, and using them in your Python scripting. 

Mapping imagery with drones 
The following e-Learning courses cover key skills and concepts for working with drones and drone-
captured imagery. 
 
• Getting Started with Site Scan for ArcGIS (50 mins.) Presents the capabilities and features of 

cloud-based Site Scan for ArcGIS, including drone flight planning. 
• Creating Imagery Products with Site Scan for ArcGIS (1 hr., 25 mins.) Covers workflows for 

creating and examining imagery products and sharing them to ArcGIS Online. 
• ArcGIS Drone2Map Basics (2 hrs., 20 mins.) Explores the capabilities ad workflows that ArcGIS 

Drone2Map provides for creating accurate digital representations of physical objects and places. 
• Getting Started with ArcGIS Drone2Map (1 hr., 30 mins.) Covers how to capture, import, and 

validate ArcGIS Drone2Map drone imagery for geospatial needs. 

https://www.esri.com/training/assets/downloads/Higher_Ed_Guide_Esri_Imagery_Remote_Sensing.pdf
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5c0ff7155daae879f4879239/introduction-to-image-classification/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5c75869c65e21d6e2187b712/performing-supervised-pixel-based-image-classification/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5c6caa568334bc4573a83335/performing-unsupervised-pixel-based-image-classification/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5c9a65e0190cf23eac628f9c/performing-supervised-object-based-image-classification/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5c9a727b190cf23eac62a78f/performing-accuracy-assessment-for-image-classification/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/6410c0524d750615175c0b58/classifying-objects-using-deep-learning-in-arcgis-pro/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/617833287f30895ce2d86162/arcgis-3d-analyst-lidar-classification-and-feature-extraction/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/6410bcb84d750615175af71d/working-with-the-arcgis-solution-for-3d-basemaps/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5ce42f4388c6106da2d53044/image-classification-using-arcgis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/6007454b6bf5b1688a23b581/suitability-modeling%3A-introduction/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/609aa11d23a70353a4aba7bf/suitability-modeling%3A-creating-a-simple-suitability-model/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5fab469601141948c3ce17c6/suitability-modeling%3A-creating-a-weighted-suitability-model/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/57672a12eeae7ade2869a2f4/finding-the-best-place/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/57f44b70362fd58367ab41ee/creating-python-scripts-for-raster-analysis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5ecdbcd6212bad0b1b6e9084/getting-started-with-site-scan-for-arcgis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5ed67329299be32c4d2339f0/creating-imagery-products-with-site-scan-for-arcgis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/64230211c03c5310fbd869dc/arcgis-drone2map-basics/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5818b7c0cb8f0d76650b23ce/getting-started-with-drone2map-for-arcgis/
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• Creating 3D Products Using ArcGIS Drone2Map (2 hrs.) Teaches how to create 3D point clouds, 
3D texture meshes, and 3D PDFs from drone-captured still imagery. 

• Inspect Assets Using ArcGIS Drone2Map (1 hr.) Shows how to use the ArcGIS Drone2Map 
Inspection template to organize the drone flight path, photos, and inspection notes. 

Related Learning Plan 
• Drone Mapping Using ArcGIS 

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 

Introduction to Imagery and Remote Sensing is a body of instructional materials produced by Esri to 
aid the development of university-level curricula for introducing imagery and remote sensing with the 
use of ArcGIS software. The materials include interactive web apps, lab exercises based on real-world 
scenarios, and overview slides. 
 
ArcGIS Imagery Workflows is a library of authoritative resources within the ArcGIS documentation that 
includes an extensive gallery of tutorials, help articles, and best practices for using imagery and rasters. 

NOTES 

• You can view lists of new training, training pending retirement, and retired training on the New 
and Retired Training Options page. You will receive a message when retirements are 
announced. (Click View Messages while signed into Training.) 

 
• If you plan to assign a MOOC to a group of students or to an entire class, please review the 

following resources: 
• For students: Get Ready for an Excellent MOOC Experience 
• For instructors: Top 8 Tips for Educators Assigning Esri MOOCs to Students 

 
• To request a transfer of training history from an institutional account to another account, students 

should contact Esri Customer Service at service@esri.com or (888) 377-4575. 
 

https://www.esri.com/training/assets/downloads/Higher_Ed_Guide_Esri_Imagery_Remote_Sensing.pdf
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/58ae238e7bbdb43a01208d41/creating-3d-products-using-drone2map-for-arcgis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/58bee241997517212b6c9de7/inspect-assets-using-drone2map-for-arcgis/
https://www.esri.com/training/catalog/5ee00f8fefb9bc0b7003ae36/drone-mapping-using-arcgis/
https://introduction-to-remote-sensing-learngis.hub.arcgis.com/
https://doc.arcgis.com/en/imagery/workflows/
https://www.esri.com/training/new-and-retired-training/
https://www.esri.com/training/new-and-retired-training/
https://community.esri.com/t5/esri-training-blog/get-ready-for-an-excellent-mooc-experience/ba-p/900969
https://community.esri.com/t5/esri-training-blog/top-8-tips-for-educators-assigning-esri-moocs-to/ba-p/1181276
mailto:service@esri.com
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